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THE PROPER SIZE 
B60-SST C-Series  
 
Not infrequently one sits in front of a product as a component tester and asks oneself: 
“What does this component want to tell me?”  Fortunately Bryston’s new integrated 
amplifier has no problem responding. 
 
To be honest this story is somewhat like a vacation for me, vacation from superlatives, 
overkill concepts, backbreaking transportation activities, and prices the other side of 
reasonable. 
 
Here we’re dealing with a mere seven centimeter high (visually it appears even 
shallower) and 7.5 Kilo “article of perfection”, which inspires great enthusiasm the 
more one involves oneself with it. 
 
 
 

B60 SST 
 
 
 
The Bryston 60B SST C-Series is a classic integrated amplifier with an optional phono 
MM module or a D to A converter (which interests us only marginally) for a base price of 
2,500 Euro.  Certainly, others can do it cheaper, considerably so. But what they do not 
have is 45 years of experience with the design of such components.  The Canadian 
Bryston Company, in business since 1962, makes the most of this and offers, because it 
is so very self-confident, a record breaking 20 year warranty.  In Peterborough, situated 
to the north of Lake Ontario, one is apparently not very busy undertaking warranty 
repairs for the considerably over 100,000 components sold so far, rather one devotes 
ones time to manufacturing and on-going development of over many years tried and 
proven concepts.  Thus the actual 60B SST (the smaller of two integrated amps) is also 
not a genuine newcomer, but rather an updated version of a concept that has been in 
the market place for about ten years.   



 
One first notices the face-lifting visually, since the 60B SST now received shapely and 
easy-to-use rounded knobs protruding through the silver anodized front, and even the 
front panel appears to be less square-edged than before.  What’s new on the inside, no 
idea, but according to rumour it isn’t supposed to be much.  However that doesn’t matter 
at all, because even without in-depth updates one must attest that the Bryston engineers 
have achieved a major accomplishment by packaging a full-blown 100 Watt integrated 
amplifier into a 38 mm. high cabinet.   
 
And that can clearly be better understood by those interested in technology with Bryston 
products than with practically all other manufacturers of high quality sound equipment, 
since the Canadians have absolutely no problems divulging their circuit diagrams free for 
everyone on the Internet.  That tells us two things.  First: Bryston knows its not rocket 
science and is not ashamed to say so; secretiveness about matters which can be found 
in any electronics textbook anyway, one prefers to leave to others.  Second: The danger 
that many Bryston “clones” will come into the marketplace because of Bryston’s open 
hearted information policies is limited, because a well designed component is 
considerably more than a combination of a few basic circuits. A genuine Bryston 
component subsists of its thought through and perfected-over-many-years 
assembly, and the actual 60B SST amp is a model example: The construction is 
extremely compact and solid, and the cabinet is full into the last nook. 
 
The primary emphasis here is in the amplifier itself, not in an immense number of nice, 
but certainly not vitally important peripheral functions: Volume and Balance can be 
adjusted from the front panel, four inputs can be chosen, and in addition there is a toggle 
switch for a “correct” tape loop.  We gladly note the existence of a headphone jack, and 
note that the power switch is located in front (where it belongs).  The backside offers 16 
extremely robust, manufactured by Bryston, RCA jacks, four of which permit the 
separation between the preamp and the power amp sections.  The completely insulated 
loudspeaker terminals also make a very robust impression, and a ground terminal is also 
provided for phono operation.  Thus nothing superficially exciting, but rather exactly what 
one needs for daily music listening.  Besides that there is the optional remote control, 
which is somewhat expensive at 300 Euro given it can only vary the volume, and adjust 
Mute. It is not made-in-China but is manufactured in-house, and that in heavy aluminium. 
 
Remote control?  That smells of micro controller and allied “modern devil’s work.”  That’s 
what you think.  The decoding of the infrared signals is carried out by an arrangement of 
rather dated logic chips, which compared to a controller solution have a not to be scoffed 
at advantage of not bombarding the surrounding area with high frequency emissions:  
Micro controllers constantly require a data signal, whereas the effective “discrete” 
solution waits, quiet as a mouse, for incoming signals from the infrared receiver, in order 
to only then become active and direct the famous Alps blue motorized potentiometer into 
the desired direction.  The input control consists of a good rotational switch with silver 
contacts, with which remote operation would have become quite difficult, but we’ll take 
that in stride. 
 
In reference to the integrated amplifier circuitry there are quite a few things that are not 
there:  For example technical circuit revolutions, excessive bias current, chips of every 
shade, and Mosfet transistors.  The design instead concentrates on three step 
amplification with bipolar Motorola transistors, all proven standard parts for quite a few 
years.  This is also true for the drive and output transistors for both power stages.  Each 
of these is satisfied with a pair of robust 250 Watt types, in today’s usual plastic housing 



– I am certain that if the good old “metal cans” would still be obtainable Bryston would 
surely have incorporated these. 
 
Heat sinks?  There aren’t any.  The aluminium mounting takes care of transferring the 
heat of the output transistors to the bottom and the cover of the cabinet, whereby the 
entire packaging takes over the job of heat sinking.  This functions quite well, and only 
when one regularly stresses it over its limit does it become quite warm.  Power is 
supplied by two shallow toroidal transformers plus proper amounts of filter capacity – 
that’s the way it’s done, and even in this overall size largely without compromises.  
 
The optional MM Phono board (500 Euro surcharge) can be considered a special 
delight. Although it only amplifies MM signals, its generous discrete build up provides 
admirable tonal qualities.  Besides there are sound wise excellent moving magnet 
cartridges, and she/he who insists on using moving coil cartridges can do that with 
transformers.  
 

Bryston MM Internal Phono Stage 
 
We mounted a Clearaudio MM cartridge into the head shell of an SME 309 tone 
arm, and were not motivated to do any more to the “front end.” After it’s turned 
on, the thusly equipped Bryston’s integrated amplifier immediately belies its 
unspectacular physique, for it takes off like lightning, without endless warm-up or 
burn-in time.   
 
The 60B SST amp is a successful alternative to what is commonly referred to as 
“classical tube sound”, for the Canadian emphasizes clear elocution, spic and 
span impulse handling, and an expressive excellently reproduced mid-range.  This 
is exactly the amplifier for which one once again digs out Chuck Mangiones 
“Children of Sanchez” from the record cabinet, attaches almost any loudspeaker 
to the amp, and discusses with all present about the wisdom of plump pre and 
power amplifier combinations.  
 
The B60-SST amp replicates percussion passages with impressive impact and 
attack in the bass regions, the brass sections sound the way they should: 
unconditionally open, almost a bit scruffy.  Voice reproduction profits enormously 
from these qualities: the handy pace of this “flat man” allows ladies as well as 
gentlemen to step far forward and speak with loud, excellently understood, tones.  
This is no high-end rustling, but rather pure music, with all of its angles, ridges, 
and mistakes.  The Bryston amp only conditionally generates extreme 
achievements at both ends of the frequency range, but it doesn’t have to do this: 



the fast, rhythmically oriented reproduction is in itself so coherent, almost already 
spectacular, that there are truly no deficiencies. 
 
The 60B SST C-Series integrated amp is a mature component which is visually 
conservative, but blessed with excellent tonal highlights, and installation is simple 
and straight forward.  However it would be unfortunate if one were to connect this 
amp to two “mini” loudspeakers, because its dynamic potential would not be 
realized.  With us this danger does not exist presently, this Canadian “small 
caliber” will allow us to show what is really on a disc for a long time to come  - a 
big compliment for the  “vacation substitute.”  
 

Holger Barske 
 
Final Comments … 
Bryston’s little integrated amplifier has everything that an integrated amplifier 
needs – at least for people who want to become enthused rather than falling 
asleep while listening to music.  The actual incarnation of this classic is 
exceedingly dynamic, colourful, and expressive, and functions completely without 
affectations. 
 
 
 
Measurements: 
The phono frequency range (incidentally practically identical with the line mode) operates exemplarily 
linearly, and has its -3dB point only in safe regions just below 100 kHz. 
 
In light of the two 100 VA specified transformers amazing: the Bryston amp “pushes” 95 Watts output into 4 
ohms (65 Watts into 8 ohms), and stable at that.  The distortion values in the phono and line mode lie at 
.044/.004% at 5 Watts – negligible.  The signal-to-noise ratio of 66.4/92.4 dB(A) (Phono/Line 5 Watt) is also 
totally in order.  The damping factor at 8 ohms lies in the area of 200, which can be considered “tight.”  The 
60B SST is quite reasonably cost conscious, idle current consumption is 20 Watts which is fine. 
 

 
 

Translated from the German by Peter Ullman 
 


